
EQUUSIR BIOS SYSTEM

CONTROLED 
ENERGY  
REGULATION
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ACTIVATE 
VITALIZE 

REGENERATE 
CALM 
RELAX

REACH THE PRECISE ENERGY CONDITION 
THROUGH FIVE SIMPLE PROGRAMS
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Many targets can be reached, whether to increase the horse’s concentration before and/or 
during tournaments, to relax after a transport or even to activate your horse before a daily 
training routine. Vital functions such as blood pressure, muscle tone, respiratory regulation 
as well as preparing or activating the horse’s body to perform can be addressed. 

The natural control takes place via the autonomic nervous system – which is specifically 
influenced by the impulses of the EQUUSIR BIOS rug.

Signals the body understands
The EQUUSIR BIOS rug creates electromagnetic signals which are observed by the 
neuroreceptors of the body. Vital functions are then received through the brain and adapted 
to the body. Depending on what impulse is required, is then sent via the rug, the impulse 
frequency of the induction field changes and a signal is sent to the required state; activate, 
vitalize, regenerate, calm or relax.

The EQUUSIR BIOS system is non-invasive, gentle and holistic and therefore  
highly effective in the horse. This complementary method corresponds to the  
valid anti-doping and drug control rules (ADMR).

FOCUS ON 
PERFORMANCE

Sternum Girth

Neckpiece

Control panel Back piece

Two girths 
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BALANCE THROUGH 
PRECISE IMPULSES

Aiding the performance efficiency
The EQUUSIR BIOS rug supports the nervous system to create a balance in the body. The 
hormonal system plays an important role in the regulation function. Preventative and healing 
processes as well as an increased blood circulation are encouraged through the additional 
stimulation of the lymphatic system.

SOFT IMPULSE

The EQUUSIR BIOS rug has 
a gentle effect, but focuses 

on the control systems 
in the horse. A local 

intervention on lower body 
levels such as cells or tissue 

does not take place.

Benefits of the neurostimulation
The body equilibrium of the horse is regulated through the vital function system which includes 
an interaction of the breathing system, heartbeat, muscle function and therefore circulation and 
blood pressure. The EQUUSIR BIOS rug stimulates these vital functions of the body and therefore 
enhances the body to “activate” or “relax” (etc.). During this stimulation no deeper body planes  
(cells, tissue or blood) are directly altered. This is because the influence takes place over the  
highest possible level, namely the control. In the complex system of vital functions, individual 
influences would lead to imbalances.

This leads to two vital benefits:  
External signals that are acting disturbing are superimposed by the precise impulses sent.  
Weak yet biologically correct signals are strengthened and reinforced by the application.

BALANCE – MED. HOMEOSTASE

The horse can react adequately to its environment, if the body 
is balanced. The vital functions work perfectly. The horse is 
balanced and can retrieve its full efficiency and perform well.

IMBALANCE – MED. HETEROSTASIS

Imbalance in the body can negatively affect the vital functions 
which unconsciously are controlled by the autonomic nervous 
system. Such imbalance can cause disharmony, stress and 
overreaction. The aim is to reach a balance between tension 
and relaxation over the course of the day.
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Brain

Spinal Cord

Nervous system
FROM THE RUG  
TO THE BRAIN

The precise impulses of 
the EQUUSIR BIOS rug 

are received through the 
neuroreceptors of the skin 

and transported via the 
spinal cord into the brain 

of the horse.

Construction of the central nervous system
The autonomic nervous system uses the brain and the spinal cord for the transmission and 
pooling of perceived information. The brain is the control centre for the vital functions. It is 
regulated by the hormone system and processes stimuli arriving from the spinal cord.

The EQUUSIR BIOS system builds a wave field 
which penetrates 30 cm deep into the skin in 
order to reach the important nerve endings.

Nerve Endings

Epidermis

Dermis

Depth thanks to high-tech
The electrical impulses are fed via a direct current (DC) system from a signal transmitter 
in high-density, geometrically exact and invariable coils (= transmitters). This can send a 
precisely defined signal into the body space. The signal can be perceived by the body and 
changes the electromagnetic spectrum of the space, which goes with the neuroreceptors  
of the body into resonance.

IMPORTANT VITAL FUNCTIONS

• Blood pressure and heart activity
• Respiratory frequency
• Body temperature
• Digestion and metabolism / energy efficiency
• Osmoregulation  

(water and salt concentration/content in the body)
• Lymphatic system

IMPORTANT PARTS OF THE HORMON SYSTEM

• Protein production
• Calcium content
• Condition (tonus) of the musculature
• Stability of the nerve tracts
• Blood clotting factor
• Reproductive capacity
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APPLICATION TIME

PREVENTATION OF PROBLEMS BASIC CONDITIONING

APPLICATION PER DAY
30 min or 3 h per application

Switch off mobile phones Is reached after six weeks

6 x 30 min or 1 x 3 h

One button to get to the right program
Over the course of the day, various performance capacities are required which are supported 
by the EQUUSIR BIOS rug. The five programs support the body without any side effects.

The composition of the five programs consists of performance enhancing  
stimuli or recovery-oriented impulses.

Use it every day
The EQUUSIR BIOS rug can be used daily. The duration of the programs are either  
30 minutes or 3 hours. The maximum duration recommended per day is a total  
of 3 hours (6 x 30 minutes or 1 x 3 hours).

The EQUUSIR BIOS rug can be used without medical training. However, it does not replace 
veterinary treatment but supports a necessary therapy as a complementary application.

ACTIVATE VITALISE REGENERATE CALM RELAX

Supporting the warm 
up before activity 
and performance. 
To prevent injuries, 
stiffness and muscle 

tensions

Used as a good 
morning program or 
after the relaxation 
phase, as well as a 
passive warm up.

The lunch program. 
To support relaxation 

after physical 
activity. Activates the 
lymphatic system, the 
detoxification process 

and loosens the 
musculature.

The evening program. 
Aids the general 

harmonization. Used 
for muscle relaxation 
and pain reduction.

Aids to reach the 
absolute relaxation 

phase. Improves the 
quality of sleep and 
supports the body 

regeneration.

FIVE EASY  
PROGRAMS
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Quick and easy to use
Always use the entire EQUUSIR BIOS blanket, including neck piece, and  
not its parts individually. Use the control unit to select the desired program. 
During use the horse remains free in its movement. For charging of the  
control unit, you simply need a functioning power connection.

The EQUUSIR BIOS rug is delivered in a practical carrying bag,  
so you can easily store it after use.

3 easy steps

PLACING THE RUG

Place the rug on the back of the horse, fold the neck 
piece forward. Fix the Velcro closures and the back 
part. Close the belly and chest belt and make sure all 
girths and belts suit the horse adequately.

CONTROL UNIT AND CONNECTING  
THE BIOS SYSTEM

Connect the control unit to the EQUUSIR BIOS Rug. 
To do this, connect the plug of the holster of the back 
cover and check that the neck piece is connected to 
the back part. Make sure that the plugs are correctly 
connected to each other.

SWITCH THE CONTROL UNIT

Press the On/Off button of the control unit to activate 
(hold for 3 seconds). When pressing the On/Off button 
again you can select the desired program. The BIOS 
system switches off independently.



ACTIVATING MY HORSE

Sympathetic versus parasympathetic
The central functions of the circulation, the movement and the metabolism, are mainly controlled 
by two opponents: the sympathetic stimulation creates performance promoting stimuli; whereas 
the parasympathetic creates recovery-oriented impulses. Depending on which nerve strands are 
activated, the horse responds with a different behaviour, and so the organs are also influenced.

Sympathetic  
stimulation
• Moves the body into alertness

• releases Norepinephrine

• Increases attention and performance

The bladder does not get emptied

The kidney prevents urine discharge, and causes 
antidiuresis (increased urine concentration)

The gastrointestinal tract is inhibited,  
the digestive activity is therefore stopped

Pupils increase, and the horse has a  
wider field of view

The bronchial tubes dilate, and  
more oxygen gets into the blood

The heart beats faster, and the  
pulse rate increases

The blood vessels decrease in size, which  
causes the blood transport to be increased

The blood pressure increases, so the  
blood flows at an increased speed

MY HORSE HAS AN INCREASED ATTETION 
SPAN AND AN INCREASED WILL TO PERFORM

INTERCHANGE BETWEEN 
TENNSION AND RELAXATION



www.equusir.com

The bladder gets emptied

The kidneys are stimulated, increasing the urine 
discharge, diuresis (urine excretion) occurs

The gastrointestinal tract is stimulated, and  
the digestive activity is therefore increased

Pupils decrease, and the horse  
has a smaller field of view 

The bronchi are narrowed, which leads to a vessel 
dilatation through an increased mucus secretion

The heart beats slower,  
and the pulse rate decreases

The blood vessels increase in size, which  
causes the blood transport to be decreased

The blood pressure decreases, and  
the blood flows at a normal speed

    RELAXING MY HORSE

MY HORSE IS RELAXED  
AND IN A RESTING PHASE

  Parasympathetic  
  has a soothing effect

• Transfers the body to rest

• releases Acetylcholine

• Promotes the relaxation and resting phases

Train tension and relaxation
The body reacts subconsciously to the stimuli in its surroundings. In an interplay  
of tension and relaxation, the body reacts to the requirements such as: 
Whether the environment is perceived as alarming or safe.  
The unconscious reaction, however, can be trained, 
focusing on how balanced the tension in the  
horse is and/or how deeply the horse  
is in its resting phase.
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USE THE RIGHT SETTING AT 
THE RIGHT TIME

Program selections to use  
during the day and training time.
The five given programs allow you to support your horse in its different daily 
phases. The EQUUSIR BIOS rug therefore reaches the perfect point to support 
your horse, for wellness and regeneration, training and tournaments or even for 
inflammations and injuries.

If you would like to use the rug several times during the day,  
then use the 30 minute programs.

The choice of each program can be  
selected via the control unit. 

MY HORSE WOULD LIKE A DAY  
TO RELAX AND REGENERATE

Wellness and regeneration
If you want to give your horse a day to relax and regenerate, 
then use the program selection as follows:

PE

R APPLICATION

MORNING
stimulating the circulation

MIDDAY
supports circulation, muscles and metabolism

AFTERNOON
calming the body yet activating the brain capacity

EVENING
calming the nerves, body and muscles

AFTER EACH WORKOUT
stimulates the entire organism

VITALIZE

REGENERATE

CALM

RELAX

REGENERATE
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FROM DAY 4
Repeat programmes of DAY 3

DAY 1
1–2 times daily

FOR NERVOUS HORSES
30 minutes before tacking up: collecting strength

TO PREVENT INJURY
30 minutes before tacking up:  
increases the blood pressure

BEFORE REST AT NIGHT
Initiating the sleeping phase

FOR A PASSIVE WARMUP
30 minutes before tacking up: supports the circulation

POST COMPETITION
Reduce stress of workload

DAY 3 AFTER NOON
1–2 times daily with 1h break between applications

DAY 2
2–3 times daily

DAY 3 BEFORE NOON
1–2 times daily with 1h break between applications

MY HORSE NEEDS A GREAT  
CAPABILITY TO PERFORM

MY HORSE NEEDS TO RETURN  
TO A HEALTHY CONDITION

ACTIVATE

RELAX

VITALIZE

REGENERATE

REGENERATE

VITALIZE

REGENERATE

CALM

95 % OF THE HORSES CALM DOWN

5 % OF THE HORSES REGENERATE

Training and tournaments
Finding the perfect balance between tension and relaxation is the main goal for a perfect 
performance. Once the relaxation period between the tournament or training units is fully 
achieved, the perfect performance can be reached until the end of the tournament.

Inflammation and injury
The EQUUSIR BIOS rug does not only help to calm the horse in cases of acute 
inflammation, but it also supports the healing process of chronic ailments. Please  
discuss with your vet before use.
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"The BIOS system gives me the opportunity 
to support the regeneration phase during 

treatment. Especially in restless patients I notice 
the relaxing and regenerative effect."

FEI Treating Vet and experienced tournament veterinarian

Mag. med. vet. Christian Tanczos

HORSE AND RIDER  
IN EQUILIBRIUM

IN TRAINING

A healthy horse is the foundation for every 
athletic training. The EQUUSIR systems allow 
you to increase the performance limits and 
provides the accurate regeneration in order to 
reach the optimal training effect.

Physical mechanism such as muscle build, 
metabolism, cardiovascular and lymphatic 
system, as well as individual behaviour, such as 
concentration, willingness to perform and stress 
levels can specifically be influenced.

IN THERAPY

All EQUUSIR systems are designed to support 
the healing processes by balancing the body 
energy level.

BIONIC regulates the acid-base balance, BIOS 
controls the activity level and the BEST BOX 
shows an accurate localization of limitations.

Performance management  
at the pulse of time
In the equine sport, we pursue two objectives:

Maintaining the long term health of the horse and at the  
same time continually extending the performance limits.

With the EQUUSIR systems BEST BOX, BIOS and BIONIC, we support you 
in therapy, training and for reaching the tournament requirements.

A new form of  
communication
Through precise work with high-quality energy forms (for example 
infrared, colour light or electromagnetic impulses), we have the 
possible opportunity to determine the causes of physical discomforts. 
At the same time, we work with preventive measures in order to avoid 
consequential damage.

The horse should be able to recall  
its physical resources.

Bioenergetics used  
as the scientific base
Bio-energetics deals with energy conversion in living structures:

Meaning that cells are supplied with energy and then this  
individual controls the conversion of energy into power.

The natural body energy level ensures that an individual can reach 
the potential of its physical and psychological resources. The best 
performance is shown when the physical and physiological resources  
are completely charged and available. Tensions, blocked joints or,  
for example, digestive difficulties inhibit performance.
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"Continues application makes a distinct 
difference in my horses, especially hyperactive 

horses become calmer and relaxed, which 
makes them a lot more balanced."

Therapist

Thomas Gnadl

"The key to a top performance  
is a balanced energy level: The EQUUSIR BIOS 
system controls whether the horse needs to be 

relaxed or more attentive."

Founder, EQUUSIR Research & Development

Gerold Reinwald

THE KEY

Making use of physical 
and mental resources 

without decreasing them.

This is how optimal 
performance can be 
reached over a long 

period of time without 
harming the body.

MENTAL RESOURCES

The individual behaviour is observable  
and can be experienced.

An attentive horseman knows the 
psychological issues of his horse.

A lack of concentration or willingness to 
perform or disobedience have a direct effect 
on the horse’s performance. Often physical 
discomfort is the reason for a faulty behaviour.

PHYSICAL RESOURCES

These mechanisms are measurable and 
graphically representable.

The physical potential is dependent of the 
energy in the body. Once the natural energy 
level is depressed, the full performance 
potential is no longer parent. Muscular 
tensions, irregular breathing and digestive 
difficulties can be the result.
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SUPPORTING  
PERFORMANCE
THE BEST FOR YOUR HORSE

Weather in therapy or in training, BIONIC, BIOS and BEST BOX support the  
horse and rider to manage and reach an improved performance.  

Simply order online

The world of EQUUSIR is just a click away. Various experience  
reports and detailed studies will give you a deeper insight into  
our work for the horse and rider.

Get informed and experience the effects yourself! Many of the 
EQUUSIR products are also available through our website.

www.equusir.com

CONTROLLING  
THE ENERGY LEVEL  
OF THE RIDER

Concentration and performance 
in humans are also unconsciously 
controlled by the autonomic  
nervous system. In order to regulate  
and balance relaxation and activity  
of the vital functions of the body  
and the hormone system, the  
EQUUSIR BIOS Vest delivers the  
right electromagnetic pulses.

DISINFECTION, 
REGENERATETION  
AND MAINTENANCE

The EQUUSIR BIONIC care products are 
based on electrolytically poled mountain 
spring water and are cellulosic. They 
destroy harmful germs and bacteria 
from the inside out and have an effect 
on the acid-base household of the cell. 
These products are created in highly 
specialized electrolysis processes and  
are completely free of side effects.

NOTICING AND RESOLVING 
LIMITATIONS

The effect on health and ability 
to perform is created through a 
combination of the bioenergetics scans 
with the application of colour light and 
infrared.

After an exact measurement of the 
current state of the energy level, the 
EQUUSIR BEST BOX then delivers  
high quality energy to the individual 
body regions.
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